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There is a lack of ethics and oversight in the government’s experimentation with new
technologies through the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) that could lead to
signiHcant human rights violations, former NDIS Technology Authority chief Marie
Johnson says.

In a submission to the Joint Standing Committee Inquiry into the Independent
Assessments under the NDIS, Ms Johnson, who is now the chief executive of the Centre
for Digital Business, pointed to “fundamental defects” in the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS) technology systems and processes, and raised concerns about the
potential to incorporate new technologies into this system.

Ms Johnson has direct experience of the NDIS on both sides. Ms Johnson’s husband has
a disability, and daughter and grandsons access the NDIS.

“There would be perhaps few other NDIS applicants or families who would have the
insight at the beginning of their journey to make such detailed documentary recordings
from the outset,” Ms Johnson said in the submission.

Marie Johnson: The lack of an ethics framework in the NDIS tech experiments is dangerous

The committee is examining the new Independent Assessments being used to decide
what people’s needs are and how much funding individuals would receive through the
NDIS, in the place of using doctors and medical reports.

There are concerns that this is a cost-cutting measure that may not give the full idea of an
individual’s needs.

Ms Johnson labelled the new assessment process as “utterly Sawed, unethical and
dangerous on every level”, and that this is the direct result of a lack of an ethics
framework at any level of the NDIS.

Ms Johnson also looked at experimental digital activities being conducted across
government, including facial recognition through the digital identity scheme and the
application of blockchain for NDIS payments.

“The [committee] needs to be alerted to the linkages between future blockchain and facial
recognition applications as a means to control and monitor NDIS participants, and the risk
that algorithms pose for people with disability in accessing services,” she said in the
submission.

“The absence of an ethics and co-design framework exposes NDIS participants to
potential human rights violations from these experimental whole-of-government digital
activities.”

The Digital Transformation Agency has been leading a trial of using blockchain
technology with the NDIS, along with the Commonwealth Bank.

“This enables NDIS participants, service providers and the government to have real-time
visibility of service eligibility, with appropriate access controls for privacy,” the DTA said.

NDIS participants have been invited to trial the initiative through a Smart Money prototype
app.

But Ms Johnson said she is concerned about the on-the-ground use of the technology,
associated civil liberties risk, and what happens when something goes wrong.

“Given the horrendously complex NDIS environment, defective processes and vulnerable
people, there needs to be considerable caution in the application of blockchain
technology. Blockchain in itself – as with other technology innovations – does not
address fundamental design and human rights issues. Ethics is paramount,” she said.

“The involvement of the Commonwealth Bank itself raises further ethics issues, given the
value of participant data, the size of the market, and the yet to be realised market
honeypot of data, funds and services.”

If such a technology was implemented more widely with the NDIS, transparency would be
greatly reduced for participants already subject to the new Independent Assessments, she
said.

“So, in a not-too-distant future scenario, a participant would be served a robo-plan, arising
from an Independent Assessment, with the robo-plan services transacted using
blockchain programmable ‘smart money’,” Ms Johnson said.

“Far from participant choice and control, there would be no transparency to the
Independent Assessment, no transparency to the robo-plan algorithms or rules, and no
transparency as to the blockchain algorithms.

“Whilst there is no transparency or effective appeal rights for the participant, the system
would achieve real-time and pre-emptive life-long monitoring and control of NDIS
participants by the government.

“Whether by intention or inadvertence, this is a dangerous future emerging without
governance or ethics.”

A spokesperson for the National Disability Insurance Agency said there are “no plans” to
introduce blockchain for NDIS payments, and that the trial was conducted by the
government in 2018 independent of the agency.

The government is also planning to introduce facial veriHcation technology into its digital
identity offering, myGovID, with UK tech Hrm iProov recently awarded a near-$11 million,
three-year contract to provide a “liveliness” solution.

“The committee needs to be alerted to the linkages between future blockchain and facial
recognition applications as a means to control and monitor NDIS participants, and the risk
that algorithms pose for people with disability in accessing services,” she said.

Invitations were sent to NDIS participants inviting them to take part in the trials of the new
Independent Assessments, including language such as “exclusive invitation”.

This saw participants being “lured” into using the new scheme through similar tactics to
identity and Hnancial schemes, Ms Johnson said.

“It is utterly unethical and verging on maladministration that this type of communication is
used at all, let alone in communications targeted at people with disability, and which
would include vulnerable people with psychosocial disability,” she said.

“This is a direct consequence of the lack of an ethics framework and lack of ethics
oversight more broadly.”

Technology should not be used at the expense of people with disabilities, she said.

“Australian civil society must not tolerate the actions of government that forcibly and
arbitrarily subject people with disability to lifelong examination, study and monitoring.
History is a reminder of where these actions can lead,” Ms Johnson said.

“That this control of people with disability will be effected through technologies such as
biometrics, algorithms and blockchain is anathema to a harmonious and inclusive civil
society and the human rights of all people.”

This story has been edited to include a response from the National Disability Insurance
Agency:

“We reject the premise that NDIS participants are being “lured” into taking part in the ongoing
Independent Assessment pilot program. The pilot aims to better understand how
independent assessments will work across a range of participants, and it is optional as to
whether someone wishes to take part.

“The program is one of the ways we are working with participants and their families to better
understand how independent assessments will work in practice. We encourage all who take
part to provide us with detailed feedback of their experience.

“The NDIA also rejects any notion that it does not engage in co-design. The NDIA undertakes
signiIcant co-design, engaging a diverse set of participants for input on accessibility,
usability, and desirability.  This includes both future participant-facing technology platforms,
and service design on how the NDIA interacts with participants.”
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Joseph Ayoub
6 days ago
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This governments conduct is lower than a razor on the ground
This why we should all reverse and reject John Howards Corupt law that was quite deceptive to all future of every
Honest hard working Australian
This is why the do what they want when they want
All without our knowledge or consent being denied and Robebed of our Australian rights all gone
It matter of most Urgency that all Australians Must Have a right to know
Otherwise quite seriously it is no better than being treated as Communists
We must regain our once and Bautifull rights & lifestyle again
Faithfully
Joseph
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I just had my review for my sons NDIS plan. I was told about the assessments with no further information. After
gathering a years worth of doctors appointment, functional assessment information, our lived experiences.
Apparently this will not be enough. The review consisted of our local area co-ordinator telling us not to request
extra funding for core & allied health support (despite having to leave my job last year to care for my son).
Instead that the funding would possibly be questioned and reduced despite the functional assessment
information gathered to support. The contact was only about the funding rather than how to best support my son
and our family.
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I am hearing independent assessments are ridiculous. NDIS seems to be going through cost cutting at the
moment. Needs are not being covered let alone any expenses leading to inclusion. NDIS scheme is now leaving
ppl in a worse position than when funded by Disability services

Bruce
7 days ago
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Thanks for sharing Chris and my deepest condolences, I wish you strength to hang in there. In my case I have
endured 4 years of agony and dispair after being repeatedly told I’m ineligible for any type of disability support. I
am so severely injured I’ve lost everything and been bed ridden with several doctors signing off on my condition
since 2016 saying I’m unable to work at all. I have reports showing physical evidence, yet here I am no support
other than jobseeker in sight which barely covers rent, basic medicine and at the end, a loaf of bread if I’m lucky.
The lack of ethics and basic humanity in exchange for under the table proHt for the big players is atrocious. What
is most violating is if I ever do get support from NDIS, I’m sure to be strong armed into the slippery slope of
invasive tech, cost cuts and immoral systems outlined in this article being trialled on our society’s most
vulnerable. When the people in charge of caring for us are neglectful, manipulative and outright abusive, who do
we turn to?
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I HAVE WORKED PAID MY TAXES SINCE 15YRS OF AGE I HAVE HAD MANY GOOD EXPERIENCES WITH NDIS but
I have many more bad than good. I KNOW I M LUCKY TO HAVE A JOB BUT I ALSO HAVE A MORGTAGE WHICH I
AM THE SOLE PAYER OF I AN PAYING OFF A CAR SO I CAN TO MY JOB I HAVE A40 PLUS KLM METER DIVE
10DYS A FORTNIGHT AND NDIA IN THEIR WISDOM HAVE ROBBED ME OF TRAVEL ALLOWANCE AS I A . HAVE A
LICENCE AND 2. A CAR I CANNOT USE PUBLIC STRANSPORT I ONLY HAVE ON OPTION OTHER THAN
DRIVINGTHAT A TAXI, IM WHEELCHAIR BPUND I ALSO HAVE TO PY FOR MY LUNCH AS MY KITCHEN IS NOT
USUABLEBY ME AND I HAVE TO BUY MY OWN COFFEES AND PAY PARKING ON TOP OF ALL THIS I HAVE THE
USUAL BILLS . NDIA HAVE NO IDEA OF WHAT A DISABILITY IS I EOULD LOVE THESE PROE TO FOR JUST ONE
DAY LIVE OUR LIVES ANS SEE IF YHD PERPECTIVE CHANGES.
SADLY I DONT THINK THEY ADMIT IT EVEN IF IT DID AS THAT WOULD MEAN THEY HAVE TO BE MORE
RMPATHETIC !!!
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The NDIS is a brilliant scheme ruined by the NDIA.
As a carer for my adult son the NDIS has been 3 years of stress, frustration and anger having to Hght for obvious
needs like a wheelchair, it was discusting how we were treated.
This new assessment is guaranteed to be a disaster continuing the stress that has already come close to
breaking us. How can one person over a few hours dictate the complete future of our son.We all know it is a cost
cutting exercise and we will have NO recourse. No ethics in this decision. Our experience is the NDIA cannnot be
trusted, how sad when they are entrusted to help the most vulnerable people in Australia
What scares me the most is there are disabled people who can’t Hght and are the most disadvantaged who just
give up.
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The trial combined blockchain technology with the New Payments
Platform to create smart money, which was programmed to know who it
could be spent by, what it could be spent on and when it could be spent.

While this is not directly related to the NDIS yet, Ms Johnson said its use
has “significant human rights implications for people with disability”.
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